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Background: Multidrug resistance is responsible for the poor outcome in breast cancer therapy. 

Lapa is a novel therapeutic agent that generates ROS through the catalysis of the NAD(P)

H:quinone oxidoreductase-1 (NQO1) enzyme which significantly facilitate the intracellular 

accumulation of the co-delivered DOX to overcome MDR in cancer cells.

Purpose: Herein, in our study, nanostructured lipid carrier (NLC) co-delivering β-lapachone 

(Lapa) and doxorubicin (DOX) was developed (LDNLC) with the aim to overcome the multidrug 

resistance (MDR) in breast cancer therapy. 

Patients and methods: Lapa and DOX were loaded into NLC to prepare LDNLC using 

melted ultrasonic dispersion method.

Results: The well designed LDNLC was nanoscaled particles that exhibited preferable stability 

in physiological environment. In vitro cell experiments on MCF-7 ADR cells showed increased 

DOX retention as compared to DOX mono-delivery NLC (DNLC). In vivo anti-cancer assays 

on MCF-7 ADR tumor bearing mice model also revealed significantly enhanced efficacy of 

LDNLC than mono-delivery NLCs (DNLC and LNLC). 

Conclusion: LDNLC might be a promising platform for effective breast cancer therapy.

Keywords: β-lapachone, doxorubicin, nanostructured lipid carriers, multidrug resistance, 

breast cancer 

Introduction
Breast cancer has been well recognized as one of the most fatal diseases that greatly 

threaten the quality of life of women across the world.1 Although chemotherapy 

is a mainstay in clinical breast cancer treatment, its outcome usually succumbs to 

multidrug resistance (MDR) which can be found in various cancer cells.2 As a result, 

many current studies have made great efforts to overcome MDR, for more effective 

cancer therapy.3–5

To date, much research has provided solid proof in order to demonstrate that MDR 

is greatly associated with P-gp.6,7 P-gp is generally known as MDR1, which is one 

of the most important members in the ABC subfamily.8 It is an important protein of 

the cell membrane that pumps various foreign substances out of cells. The expression 

of P-gp is abnormally high in cancer cells as compared to normal ones, due to their 

inherent genetic characteristics. As a result, cancer cells exert superior resistance to 

many chemotherapeutics.9,10

Like P-gp overexpression, the existence of NQO1 enzyme is also upregulated by 

up to 100-fold in different cancer cells compared to normal ones.11 It has been reported 

that β-lapachone (Lapa) is a novel therapeutic agent that generates ROS through the 
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catalysis of NQO1, which is usually accompanied by consum-

ing reduced NAD(P)H and ATP through NQO1-catalyzed 

futile redox cycling. As a result, Lapa exhibits an extremely 

high selectivity for ROS generation as well as NAD(P)H 

and ATP consumption in tumor cells compared to healthy 

ones.12,13 Thus, Lapa dramatically influences various P-gp-

related pathways, such as NF-κB, HIF-1α, and caspase, 

that could downregulate P-gp expression.14 Because P-gp-

mediated drug efflux is an ATP-dependent process, Lapa 

could significantly facilitate the intracellular accumulation 

of other chemotherapy agents in cancer cells to overcome 

MDR in cancer cells.15 

Doxorubicin (DOX) is a chemotherapy medication used 

to treat various kinds of cancers, including breast cancer, 

bladder cancer.16 By intercalation and inhibition of mac-

romolecular biosynthesis via interaction with intracellular 

DNAs, DOX can quickly exert a strong cytotoxic effect on 

rapidly dividing breast cancer cells.16 However, both clinical 

and fundamental research has proven that the performance of 

DOX could be greatly impaired by MDR, especially acquired 

MDR, after cells’ exposure to a certain dosage of DOX. 

Combination chemotherapy as cancer therapy is considered 

an important protocol for enhanced therapeutic effects and 

reduced systemic toxicity, by simultaneously modulating 

multiple cell-signaling pathways and overcoming MDR. As a 

result, DOX is often used together with other chemotherapy 

agents to further improve anticancer performance, as well as 

reducing the side effects.17,18

Nanostructured lipid carriers (NLCs) are the second-

generation of lipid carriers based on solid-lipid based 

nanoparticles.19,20 They were developed as an alternative to 

overcome the disadvantages of other colloidal carriers, such 

as lipid nanoemulsions and liposomes, for increased stability, 

controlled drug release as well as large-scale production.21 

The lipid matrix in NLCs, which is composed of optimized 

solid and liquid lipids, could result in an imperfect crystal 

structure and therefore provide more room for drug accom-

modation, especially for hydrophobic drugs.22

Here, in our study, we successfully developed a PEG-

modified NLC co-delivering Lapa and DOX (LDNLC) for 

overcoming MDR in breast cancer therapy. The PEG modifi-

cation could increase the stability and circulation time of the 

NLC which could contribute to its increased accumulation in 

the tumor tissue via the enhanced permeability and retention 

(EPR) effect. After endocytosis by cancer cells, the released 

Lapa would exert a strong influence on P-gp expression and 

P-gp-mediated drug efflux via NQO1 catalysis, which could 

dramatically reverse drug resistance in cancer cells and 

promote the nuclear transportation of DOX. 

Materials and methods
Materials
Compritol® 888 ATO, PEG-SA, soybean phosphatidylcho-

line (S100), oleic acid, glycerin monostearate, Lapa, DOX, 

dicoumarol (Di), MTT, DAPI, and DiR were purchased from 

Sigma-Aldrich Co. (St. Louis, MO, USA). All other organic 

reagents were purchased from Sinopharm Chemical Reagent 

Co., Ltd (Shanghai, China).

Preparation of drug-loaded formulations
The drug-loaded formulations were prepared by melted 

ultrasonic dispersion method, similar to a previous report, 

with some modifications.23 In brief, Lapa and DOX were 

dissolved in 1 mL of DMSO and then added to the hot lipid 

phase consisting of 20 mg Compritol® 888 ATO, 45 mg 

oleic acid, 45 mg glycerin monostearate, 90 mg S100, and 

20 mg PEG-SA. The aqueous phase was prepared by dis-

solving 20 mg F68 in 10 mL of distilled water. Both phases 

were maintained for 15 min at 60°C in the oil bath under 

magnetic stirring. Then, the hot lipid phase was added slowly 

to the aqueous solution and dispersed using a high-speed 

homogenizer for 5 min at 10,000 rpm. The crude emulsion 

was additionally treated by a probe type ultrasonicator 

(VCX800; Sonics, CT, USA) for 5 min at 3 W. Then, the hot 

emulsion was cooled at 4°C in an ice bath, maintaining the 

mechanical stirring for another 30 min. The NLC suspension 

was dissolved with Milli-Q water and then dialyzed against 

Milli-Q water for 12 h to remove DMSO and impurities. 

Afterward, the LDNLC was subjected to lyophilization using 

the following protocol: 1) freezing right after production 

at -80°C; 2) thermal treatment at -22°C for 2 h; 3) cool-

ing down to -40°C for another 2 h; 4) primary drying at 

1.03 mbar (-30°C 7 h, -10°C 2 h, 20°C 12 h); 5) secondary 

drying at 30°C (0.001 mbar) for 3 h (the stability of particles 

post-lyophilization remained unchanged according to our 

tests). The obtained powder was stored at 4°C until further 

use. Drug-free NLC or Lapa mono-delivery NLC (LNLC) 

or DOX mono-delivery NLC (DNLC) was prepared using 

the same method accordingly. 

Drug loading 
The remaining drug loading content of the as-prepared 

NLC was determined. The drug-loaded NLC was dis-

persed in ethanol and sonicated for 30 min at 70°C to fully 

destroy the nanoparticles and release the encapsulated 

drugs. Drug content in the ethanol solution was determined 

using high- performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) 

as described in previous reports.39,40 In brief, Agilent 1260 

Infinity II equipped with ZORBAX Eclipse XDB-C
18

 column  
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(4.6 × 250 mm2, 5 μM) was used. For the determination of 

DOX, the mobile phase consisted of methanol, acetonitrile, 

and phosphate buffer (25 mmol/L Na
2
HPO

4
-, 30 mmol/L 

NaH
2
PO

4
, pH 5.0) with a volume ratio of 49:20:31; deter-

mined wavelength of 233 nm; flow rate of 1 mL/min, and 

temperature of 25°C.24 For Lapa, the mobile phase consisted 

of 7:2 acetonitrile:water, the total flow rate was 0.9 mL/min 

and the temperature was 25°C. Absorption at 260 nm was 

used to determine Lapa concentration.15

Encapsulation efficiency and loading efficiency were 

calculated by the following equations: 

 

Encapsulation efficiency (EE %)

Amount of  drug in drug-loa
=

dded NLC

Initially charged amount of  drug
100×

 

 

Loading efficiency (LE %)

Amount of  drug in drug-loaded NL
=

CC

Weight of  drug-loaded NLC
100×

 

Particle size, zeta potential, and 
morphology measurements
The particle size and zeta potential of all nanoparticles 

were measured using a ZetaPlus Zeta Potential Analyzer 

(Brookhaven Instruments Corp., Holtsville, NY, USA). For 

structural observation, a single drop of each solution was 

deposited on a transmission electron microscopy (TEM) grid 

and allowed to air-dry. All silica nanoparticle samples and 

conjugates were imaged using a JEM-200CX transmission 

electron microscope (JEOL, Tokyo, Japan) with an accelera-

tion voltage of 80 kV.25

stability and hemolysis assay
For colloidal stability test, the freshly prepared LDNLC 

were diluted with PBS (pH 7.4) at the volume ratio of 1:10. 

The change in particle size was recorded at predetermined 

time intervals (3, 6, 9, 12, 24, 36, and 48 h) for up to 48 h. 

For hemolysis assay, red blood cells (RBCs) were first 

obtained from a New Zealand rabbit and diluted to 2% 

suspension with saline solution. LDNLC was added into 

2% RBCs suspension with the same volume to achieve 

the designated concentrations (0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 

1 mg/mL) and incubated at 37°C for 1 h. In addition, RBCs 

suspension was also incubated with saline and distilled 

water under the same conditions as negative (0% hemoly-

sis) and positive controls (100% hemolysis), respectively. 

After that, all the samples were centrifuged at 3,000 rpm 

for 10 min, and the absorption values of the same volume 

of supernatants which represented the counts of released 

hemoglobin were measured by a UV spectrophotometer 

(SPECTRONIC 200; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, 

MA, USA).26 

In vitro drug release behavior
The release behavior of Lapa and DOX from NLCs was 

assessed in PBS by the dialysis method.16 Briefly, the NLCs 

(containing 5 mg of Lapa and DOX) were suspended in 3 mL 

of the PBS release medium and transferred into a dialysis bag 

(MWCO 3,500 Da). The release experiments were started by 

placing the dialysis bag into 37 mL of PBS with 1% Tween 80 

to afford the sink condition. The experiment proceeded with 

continuous shaking at 100 rpm at 37°C. At a predetermined 

time, a 100 μL aliquot of the solution outside the bag was 

withdrawn for HPLC analysis as described previously. 

In vitro uptake 
To evaluate the cellular uptake of LDNLC in an MCF-7 ADR 

cell line (Cell Bank of Shanghai Institute of Biochemistry 

and Cell Biology; Chinese Academy of Sciences, Shanghai, 

China), MCF-7 ADR cells were seeded in confocal dishes 

(Φ=15 mm; Corning Incorporated, Corning, NY, USA) at a 

density of 1 × 105 cells/dish and cultured overnight (humidi-

fied atmosphere containing 5% CO
2
 at 37°C). The dishes 

were then supplemented with 2 mL serum-free medium 

(DMEM containing 10% FBS; Thermo Fisher Scientific). 

The culture medium mentioned in the following section 

was DMEM (unless otherwise stated) containing DNLC or 

LDNLC. Additionally, cells were incubated with 60 μM of 

Di (an inhibitor of NQO1) solution at 37°C for 3 h prior to 

nanoparticles’ addition. Following 12 h of incubation with 

nanoparticles, cells were fixed with 4% formaldehyde for 

15 min at 37°C. Cells were qualitatively assessed using a 

Leica confocal laser scanning microscope (LSM 710, ×600; 

Carl Zeiss Meditec AG, Jena, Germany).27 DOX fluorescence 

(excitation 510 nm, emission 550 nm) was expressed as red, 

Hoechst 33342 (excitation 405 nm, emission 460 nm) was 

expressed as blue.

Intracellular aTP level measurements  
and Western blot analysis 
Intracellular ATP level was measured using a CellTiter-Glo® 

luminescent cell viability assay kit (Promega Corporation, 

Fitchburg, WI, USA). The assay was conducted according 

to the recommended procedure of the kit and a previous 

report.15 In brief, MCF-7 ADR cells were seeded in 96-well 

plates (Corning Incorporated) with 5,000 cells per well for 

24 h before treatment. The cells were exposed to LNLC 
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(10 μM Lapa), DNLC (10 μM DOX) or the equivalent dose 

of LDNLC with or without 60 μM Di for 4 h. Next, the 

medium was placed in 100 μL of fresh medium, and 100 μL 

of CellTiter-Glo reagent was added. The plate was shaken 

for 2 min and incubated at room temperature for 10 min, 

and then the luminescent signal, which is proportional to the 

amount of ATP, was measured on a Lumat LB9507 luminom-

eter (Berthold, Bad Wildbad, Germany). The luminescent 

signal of the untreated cells was taken as the 100% value to 

determine the intracellular ATP level variations in response 

to different treatments. 

The determination of the P-gp protein expression levels 

in cells was also in accordance with a previous report.15 

In detail, MCF-7 ADR cells were seeded in 6-well plates 

at 1.5 × 105 cells/well as described previously, and treated 

with different drugs for 48 h. After being washed with 

PBS three times, the cells were harvested in lysis buffer 

(Beyotime, Shanghai, China) for 30 min and centrifuged 

at 13,000 rpm for 10 min, and the protein content in the 

supernatant was detected using a BCA protein assay 

(Beyotime). Equal amounts of the protein extracts (12 μg) 

were loaded and separated on an 8% SDS-PAGE gel and 

transferred onto a nitrocellulose membrane. The membrane 

was incubated, first with 5% nonfat milk powder in TBST 

buffer for 1 h to block nonspecific binding sites, and then 

with primary antibodies for P-gp (Abcam, Cambridge, 

MA, USA; 1:4,000) and β-tubulin (Abcam; 1:1,000) at 4°C 

overnight. After being washed with TBST, the membranes 

were further incubated with horseradish peroxidase-labeled 

goat anti-rabbit or mouse antibodies (1:1,000) at room 

temperature for 1 h. Finally, the membranes were rinsed 

and visualized with an electrochemiluminescence detection 

reagent (Beyotime). Protein expression was normalized 

to β-tubulin.

In vitro cytotoxicity studies
The cytotoxicity of LDNLC was evaluated using the standard 

MTT assay. MCF-7 ADR cells were seeded at 1.0 × 104 cells/

well into 96-well plates and cultured until they reached 

70%–80% confluence. The primary growth medium was 

replaced by 200 μL of fresh serum-free DMEM, to which 

drug-free NLC or DNLC, LNLC, LDNLC with or without 

60 μM Di was added to achieve various concentrations 

(drug-free NLC ranging from 10 to 200 μg/mL; Lapa and 

DOX concentrations ranging from 0.5 to 100 μM; the weight/

weight ratio of Lapa and DOX was 1). Plates were then 

returned to the incubator for up to 48 h of incubation, after 

which 20 μL of 5 mg/mL MTT solution in PBS was added to 

each well for an additional 4 h of incubation. Subsequently, 

the medium was carefully removed and replaced by 150 μL 

DMSO and measured at 570 nm using a microplate reader 

(EL800; BioTek Instruments Inc., Winooski, VT, USA). 

Untreated cells were used as a control with 100% viability.28 

In addition, apoptosis assay using Annexin-V FITC (BD 

Biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA) was performed according 

to the manufacturer’s instructions. 

In vivo distribution 
Female BALB/c nude mice (20–22 g) aged 6 weeks were 

purchased from Shanghai Laboratory Animal Center (SLAC, 

China). All mice were housed in the SPF II lab and given free 

access to food and water. All procedures were conducted in 

compliance with NIH guidelines for care and use of research 

animals and approved by the ethics committee of The Fourth 

People’s Hospital of Jinan. The tumor-bearing mice were 

produced by inoculating a suspension of MCF-7 ADR cells 

(1 × 107 cells in 0.1 mL physiological saline) subcutaneously 

into the left flank. When the tumor volume reached 200 mm3, 

these mice were intravenously administered DiR-loaded 

LDNLC at 10 μg DiR per mouse. The in vivo tumor target-

ing efficacy and biodistribution of DiR-loaded LDNLC was 

evaluated using In Vivo Imaging System (FXPRO; Kodak, 

NY, USA) equipped with DiR filter sets (excitation/emis-

sion, 720/790 nm).29

The in vivo plasma pharmacokinetic and DOX biodis-

tribution studies were performed according to a previous 

report.15 In brief, female BALB/c nude mice were randomly 

divided into two groups (n = 3), and intravenously injected 

with free DOX or LDNLC (DOX dosage: 5 mg/kg). At pre-

determined time intervals, blood samples were collected and 

centrifuged at 5,000 rpm and 4°C for 10 min. An amount of 

100 μL of the supernatant plasma was mixed with another 

900 μL of acetonitrile to precipitate the proteins and extract 

the DOX within. After centrifugation, the organic layer was 

collected, concentrated, and subjected to HPLC to determine 

the DOX level as described previously. In the drug biodistri-

bution experiments, female BALB/c mice were inoculated 

with MCF-7 ADR tumors as mentioned previously. When 

the tumor volume reached 200 mm3, the mice were randomly 

divided and treated with free DOX or LDNLC as described 

previously. At 24 h after injection, the mice were sacrificed 

and their major organs (heart, liver, spleen, lung, kidneys) as 

well as tumors, were excised. The organs or tissues were cut 

into small pieces and homogenized, and DOX was extracted 

with 200 μL of ice-cold acetonitrile containing 0.5% acetic 

acid. The mixture was centrifuged at 13,000 rpm for 10 min, 

and 200 μL of the supernatant was concentrated and subjected 

to HPLC determination of DOX concentration. 
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In vivo anticancer efficiency
An MCF-7 ADR tumor-bearing nude mouse model was 

established as described previously. When the tumors 

reached a mean volume of approximately 100 mm3, mice 

were randomly assigned to four treatment groups (n = 6): 

saline, DNLC (DOX dosage: 5 mg/kg), LNLC (Lapa equiva-

lent of 25 mg/kg), and LDNLC (DOX equivalent of 5 mg/kg, 

Lapa equivalent of 25 mg/kg) with reference to a previous 

report.15 The treatment was implemented by intravenous 

injection every 2 days (seven times). Tumor volume (mm3) 

was calculated using the formula: tumor volume = (shortest 

diameter)2 × (longest diameter) × 0.5. The tumor growth and 

body weight variation curves were plotted using the average 

tumor volume versus days after the first treatment. All the 

mice were sacrificed 14 days after the first treatment, and 

their tumors were resected. The excised tumors in each group 

were fixed using 4% paraformaldehyde buffer, embedded in 

paraffin and sectioned into 5 μM thick slices. The sections 

were stained with H and E (Beyotime) for histological exami-

nations and imaged under an inverted microscope.

Results and discussion 
characterization of nanoparticles 
The as-prepared NLC was characterized based on its particles’ 

size, zeta potential as well as morphology. According to results 

obtained by Zetasizer using dynamic light scattering method 

(Figure 1A), the size distribution of LDNLC was approximately 

100 nm with narrow distribution range, which was reflected 

by its relatively small polydispersity index of 0.123 (,0.3). 

This was also confirmed by morphological observation using 

TEM (Figure 1C). It has been reported that nanoparticles with 

size under 200 nm could preferably take advantage of the high 

permeability of the tumor tissue to consistently accumulate to 

the targeted site, via the well-known EPR effect.30,31 In addition 

to particle size, the surface zeta potential also played an impor-

tant role in determining the in vivo fate of the nanoparticles. 

It is well recognized that nanoparticles with negative surface 

charge could be more favorable than their positively charged 

counterparts in circulation, since the majority of plasma pro-

teins in the blood stream are negatively charged.29 As a result, 

upon being introduced into the circulation, the positively 

charged nanoparticles would be recognized and retarded by 

the abundant plasma proteins due to electrostatic interaction 

between reverse-charged particles, which could have disap-

pointing results due to the fact that these nanoparticles cannot 

travel far or long enough to satisfy the minimal requirement of 

drug delivery.31 In our study, the components of the as-prepared 

nanoparticles were mostly negatively charged lipids that finally 

resulted in the formation of negatively charged-NLC. As shown 

in Figure 1B, the zeta potential of LDNLC was -23.45 mV. 

Combined with PEG modification, the resultant LDNLC was 

expected to ensure the safe delivery of encapsulated drugs 

in vitro. DNLC and LNLC prepared using the same method, 

showed similar properties to that of LDNLC (Table 1). Accord-

ing to the HPLC results, the drug loading content reached up to 

6.4% for Lapa and 5.1% for DOX with drug loading efficiency 

of 83.8% and 92.3%, respectively.

stability and hemolysis assay
It has been generally recognized that several basic require-

ments are needed if a drug delivery system is intended to 

safely deliver the encapsulated drug molecules. Since particle 

size is a critical parameter in determining the in vivo fate of 

the drug delivery system, with the aim to bypass multiple 

extracellular barriers, the drug delivery system should be 

able to maintain its morphology in physiological conditions 

without significant size change until arriving at the targeted 

sites.32 Second, in order to reduce the systemic toxicity, the 

drug delivery system should not induce any adverse reactions 

during the whole process.26 

As a result, LDNLC was studied regarding its stability 

as well as hemolysis as a function of time and concentration, 

Figure 1 Particle size distribution (A), zeta potential (B), and morphology (C) of lDNlc. scale bar: 100 nm.
Abbreviations: lDNlc, Nlc co-delivering lapa and DOX; DOX, doxorubicin; Nlc, nanostructured lipid carrier; lapa, β-lapachone.
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respectively. To estimate the colloidal stability of the described 

NLC, the change in particle size of LDNLC, which serves as 

an indicator of potential instability under physiological condi-

tions, was monitored in PBS (pH 7.4) for 48 h. As shown in 

Figure 2A, the size of LDNLC remained stable during the 

whole period with only slight fluctuation, which indicated 

that the as-prepared LDNLC was capable of maintaining its 

size without being significantly affected by the environment, 

for a relatively long time. Serum stability of LDNLC was 

further determined, which also confirmed the conclusion. 

The preferable stability of LDNLC offers the potential for 

controllable drug delivery for cancer therapy and is benefi-

cial for its further development as a stable platform with 

predictable behavior to meet the demands of more extensive 

applications. 

Apart from steady delivery and controlled release proper-

ties, hemolysis of the drug-loaded NLC was also investigated 

as a safety guide for intravenous administration and medicinal 

application. As shown in Figure 2B, LDNLC displayed no 

or negligible hemolysis (merely 1.71%) of RBCs at the 

highest concentration of 1 mg/mL. Considering that when 

being applied in vivo, the LDNLC concentration in the 

circulation would be diluted to a much lower one compared 

to those being tested in our study, it was suggested that the 

as-prepared LDNLC might be a relatively safe nanoparticle 

without inducing noticeable hemolysis. In all, it has been 

demonstrated that LDNLC exerted a stable profile with high 

biocompatibility which holds great promise for therapeutic 

efficacy in vivo.

Drug release 
Lapa and DOX loaded into NLC is controllable and reproduc-

ible. The drug release profile of LDNLC was investigated. 

As shown in Figure 3, both the encapsulated drugs showed 

a sustained release behavior compared to free drugs since 

the initiation of the experiment. However, almost 90% of 

the drugs in LDNLC was released after 24 h of incubation, 

which indicated that drug loading and release in LDNLC was 

a reversible process that provided preliminary insurance to 

sufficiently release the majority of the encapsulated drugs. 

In addition, unlike free drugs that could be quickly diffused 

in a short time (50% in 4 h and over 90% in 12 h), it was also 

noted that the drug release rate of both drugs was maintained 

at a relatively low and stable speed before most of the drugs 

were released. At the same time, the release of Lapa and DOX 

showed a similar profile with synchronized release behaviors 

throughout the whole experiment and was near linear before 

reaching the balance. These observations indicated that Lapa 

and DOX were not only successfully loaded into the NLC 

but were also evenly distributed in the matrix of the nano-

particles. The successful loading of both drugs might be able 

to change their in vitro and in vivo behaviors to achieve a 

Table 1 Particle size, PDI, and zeta potential of DNlc, lNlc, 
and lDNlc

Samples Mean particle 
size (nm)

PDI Zeta potential 
(mV)

DNlc 98.6 ± 5.6 0.156 -24.6 ± 2.8
lNlc 96.4 ± 6.1 0.148 -20.5 ± 4.7
lDNlc 100.2 ± 6.8 0.123 -23.5 ± 3.6

Abbreviations: PDI, polydispersity index; DNlc, DOX mono-delivery Nlc; 
lNlc, lapa mono-delivery Nlc; lDNlc, Nlc co-delivering lapa and DOX; 
DOX, doxorubicin; Nlc, nanostructured lipid carrier; lapa, β-lapachone.

Figure 2 (A) colloidal stability of lDNlc in PBs (ph 7.4) at 37°c for up to 48 h. (B) hemolysis of lDNlc at various concentrations. Data were shown as mean ± sD (n = 3).
Abbreviations: lDNlc, Nlc co-delivering lapa and DOX; DOX, doxorubicin; Nlc, nanostructured lipid carrier; lapa, β-lapachone.
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more sustainable and targeted profile, which makes LDNLC 

beneficial as a preferable drug delivery system.30 Drug release 

in acidic acetate buffer (pH 5.0) showed a similar profile to 

that in PBS (data not shown).

In vitro uptake
The in vitro drug uptake was studied using confocal laser 

scanning microscopy to observe the subcellular drug distribu-

tion and release in MCF-7 ADR cells treated with DNLC and 

LDNLC. It has been reported that DOX acts on topoisomerase 

II and DNA located in the nucleus. As a result, DOX accu-

mulation in the nucleus is crucial to apoptosis induction and 

therapeutic effectiveness.16 As shown in Figure 4, only weak 

fluorescence could be observed in the cytoplasm of the cells, 

which indicated that only a small proportion of DOX was 

internalized into the cells, possibly due to the strong MDR 

Figure 3 Drug release profile of free Lapa, free DOX, and Lapa/DOX from LDNLC 
for up to 48 h. 
Note: Data were shown as mean ± sD (n = 3).
Abbreviations: lDNlc, Nlc co-delivering lapa and DOX; DOX, doxorubicin; 
Nlc, nanostructured lipid carrier; lapa, β-lapachone.

Figure 4 Intracellular uptake at 12 h post-incubation of DNlc and lDNlc (pretreated with/without 60 μM of dicoumarol [Di]). 
Note: scale bar: 20 μM. 
Abbreviations: DNlc, DOX mono-delivery Nlc; lDNlc, Nlc co-delivering lapa and DOX; DOX, doxorubicin; Nlc, nanostructured lipid carrier; lapa, β-lapachone.
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effect of MCF-7 ADR cells. Under such conditions, almost no 

DOX signal was observed in the nucleus of cells, suggesting 

that DNLC might not effectively deliver the encapsulated 

DOX into the cells and the targeted site (nucleus) to fully 

exert the cytotoxicity of DOX. In contrast, cells treated with 

LDNLC showed much more intense fluorescence, mostly 

accumulated in the nucleus. It was inferred that upon entering 

the cells, the released Lapa in LDNLC could significantly 

inhibit the MDR process of cells to facilitate the accumulation 

as well as nucleus entering of DOX, which showed superior 

benefit compared to DNLC. In order to further confirm our 

assumption, we co-incubated LDNLC with the NQO1 inhibi-

tor Di. As expected, in MCF-7 ADR cells, the whole intracel-

lular fluorescence as well as DOX content in nucleus for this 

group decreased to the same level as that for the DNLC group, 

indicating that Di strongly blocked the anti-MDR to Lapa 

and impaired nuclear transport processes in these cells. It was 

inferred that the strong DOX resistance capability of MCF-7 

ADR cells could quickly pump the released DOX outside the 

cells. It was noted that only free DOX can enter the nuclei, 

as a result, it was observed that DOX accumulated in nuclei 

for LDNLC, but in cytoplasm for DNLC and LDNLC + Di.15  

Remarkably, these results indicated that LDNLC could 

overcome MDR and that NQO1-induced reduction of Lapa 

played a crucial role in this process. 

Intracellular aTP level measurements  
and Western blot analysis
It has been generally recognized that P-gp-induced drug 

efflux is the principal mechanism leading to MDR in 

MCF-7 ADR cells. As a result, many previous articles have 

demonstrated that blocking the energy supply, as well as 

downregulating P-gp expression could be the main methods 

to inhibit the efflux.33,34 We therefore suggested that Lapa 

in LDNLC might also achieve anti-MDR through these 

approaches. In order to investigate the mechanism by which 

LDNLC could overcome the MDR of MCF-7 ADR cells, 

the intracellular ATP as well P-gp levels were determined. 

As shown in Figure 5A, the intracellular ATP variations 

influenced by different formulations in MCF-7 ADR cells 

were studied. In contrast to the DNLC group that showed 

an almost similar ATP level to the blank group, both the 

LNLC and LDNLC groups had ATP levels decreased by 

over 50%. Furthermore, the NQO1 inhibitor Di remarkably 

increased the ATP level back to 86% of the control group, 

indicating that NQO1-induced Lapa futile redox cycling led 

to NAD(P)H consumption along with ATP depletion, which 

would cut off the energy supply for P-gp.15 In addition, the 

P-gp level in cells determined by Western blot assay, also 

showed similar results. As shown in Figure 5B and C, DNLC 

treatment could elevate the P-gp expression in MCF-7 ADR 

cells compared with the blank group, indicating that acquired 

MDR was involved in this process. However, like LNLC, 

LDNLC co-delivering DOX and Lapa could also signifi-

cantly downregulate P-gp expression, suggesting that Lapa 

could effectively reverse acquired MDR through multiple 

pathways, which include activating the MAPK pathways and 

downregulating NF-kB and HIF-1a expression, according 

to previous reports.13,35 

In vitro cytotoxicity
The in vitro cytotoxicity of LDNLC was investigated. The 

cytotoxic effect of drug-free NLC was first determined to 

verify its safety profile. As shown in Figure 6A, drug-free 

Figure 5 (A) Intracellular aTP level in McF-7 aDr cells after 4 h incubation with different formulations. (B) effects of different formulations on P-gp expression in McF-7 
aDr cells, as determined by Western blot analysis. Tubulin was used as a loading control. (C) Quantitative analysis of Western blot assay. **P , 0.01. Data were shown as 
mean ± sD (n = 3).
Abbreviations: DNlc, DOX mono-delivery Nlc; lNlc, lapa mono-delivery Nlc; lDNlc, Nlc co-delivering lapa and DOX; DOX, doxorubicin; Nlc, nanostructured 
lipid carrier; lapa, β-lapachone; Di, dicoumarol.
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NLC showed relatively low cytotoxicity on MCF-7 ADR 

cells at all tested concentrations and time intervals. Even 

at the highest concentration of 200 μg/mL for 48 h, the cell 

viability of NLC-treated cells still had no significant differ-

ences to that of blank ones. This is higher than that adopted 

in the following cytotoxicity assay. As a result, it was inferred 

that the following cytotoxicity was all attributable to the 

loaded drugs but not to the carrier.

To observe the synergistic effect of Lapa and DOX, the 

molar ratio of the two drugs in the LDNLC was established 

as 1:1. As displayed in Figure 6B, DNLC with only DOX 

showed the most inferior cytotoxicity in MCF-7 ADR cells, 

which might be due to the acquired MDR effect of DOX upon 

treatment with DNLC. In contrast, LNLC showed increased 

cytotoxicity compared to DNLC, which might be due to the 

Lapa-related NAD(P)H consumption and ROS surge that 

significantly triggered apoptosis within cells. As expected, 

those treated with LDNLC showed the most effective cyto-

toxicity in MCF-7 ADR cells due to the synergistic effect of 

Lapa and DOX, as mentioned previously. Further confirma-

tion using Di as NQO1 inhibitor also revealed a moderate 

cytotoxic difference between DNLC and LNLC, which is 

in accordance with our prediction. This conclusion was also 

supported by Annexin-V FITC assay (Figure 6C). 

To comprehensively analyze the synergy between Lapa 

and DOX, the combination index (CI) of their IC
50

 values 

was calculated according to previous reports,15,36 apply-

ing the following formula: CI = IC
50

 (DOX in LDNLC)/

IC
50

 (DOX) + IC
50

 (Lapa in LDNLC)/IC
50

 (Lapa). When 

the ratio (CI) is 1 the effect is considered additive; when 

the CI is significantly greater than or less than 1, the effect 

is considered subadditive (negative synergism) or supra-

additive (positive synergism). The IC
50

 for MCF-7 ADR 

cells for LDNLC was calculated as 7.26 μM with a CI of 

Figure 6 (A) cell viabilities of McF-7 aDr cells incubated with drug-free Nlc at various concentrations for 24 and 48 h. (B) cell viabilities of McF-7 aDr cells incubated 
with DNlc, lNlc, and lDNlc (pretreated with/without 60 μM of dicoumarol [Di]) at various lapa and DOX (lapa: DOX = 1, w/w) concentrations for 48 h. (C) apoptosis 
rate of McF-7 aDr cells treated with different formulations for 48 h (lapa/DOX concentration: 10 μM). **P , 0.01. Data were shown as mean ± sD (n = 3).
Abbreviations: DNlc, DOX mono-delivery Nlc; lNlc, lapa mono-delivery Nlc; lDNlc, Nlc co-delivering lapa and DOX; DOX, doxorubicin; Nlc, nanostructured 
lipid carrier; lapa, β-lapachone.
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0.31, thus indicating a remarkable synergism in the drug-

resistant strain. The synergy between the two chemotherapy 

drugs in MCF-7 ADR cells suggested that Lapa might mini-

mize drug resistance in cancer cells. 

In vivo distribution 
The in vivo distribution of DiR-loaded LDNLC was inves-

tigated using a noninvasive real-time fluorescence imaging 

machine. As displayed in Figure 7A, free DiR showed 

quick accumulation at the tumor tissue but was also rapidly 

eliminated as a function of time. In contrast, the LDNLC 

showed visible fluorescence at the tumor site when intra-

venously administered for merely 2 h. On the other hand, 

it was observed that the fluorescence signal at the tumor 

site increased as a function of time, which indicated that 

the PEG-modified NLC could preferably take advantage 

of the EPR effect of the tumor tissue to passively target the 

tumor tissue.

Subsequently, we compared the in vivo pharmacokinetics 

of the LDNLC to those of free DOX. After a single intravenous 

injection of both formulations (DOX concentration: 5 mg/kg, 

n = 3), blood samples were withdrawn at different intervals 

and DOX concentrations in plasma were determined using 

HPLC as described previously. As illustrated in Figure 7B, 

due to PEG modification, LDNLC displayed a much longer 

blood circulation half-life than free DOX, with a 5.3 times 

increase in area under the concentration curve. At 8 h after 

injection, nearly 9.34% of the injected LDNLC remained in 

the plasma compared with only 0.45% of the free DOX. 

In addition to this, the drug distribution in main organs and 

tumors was also determined. As shown in Figure 7C, free 

DOX showed more accumulation in the heart than LDNLC, 

which raised the possibility of inducing severe cardiotoxicity, 

as reported by previous reports.37,38 In addition, LDNLC 

showed much more preferable accumulation in the tumor 

tissue compared to free DOX, which was almost fivefold 

of that in free DOX. This was beneficial for enhancing its 

anticancer effect in vivo.

In vivo anticancer efficiency 
The in vivo therapeutic efficacy of the LDNLC with a DOX 

equivalent dose of 5 mg/kg and Lapa dose of 25 mg/kg 

Figure 7 (A) In vivo imaging of biodistribution of McF-7 aDr tumor xenograft mice after injection of free Dir or Dir-loaded lDNlc. (B) DOX concentration in blood 
as a function of time after a single intravenous administration of free DOX or lDNlc. (C) Distribution profiles of total DOX in tissues at 24 h after a single intravenous 
administration of free DOX or lDNlc. Data were shown as mean ± sD (n = 3).
Abbreviations: lDNlc, Nlc co-delivering lapa and DOX; DOX, doxorubicin; Nlc, nanostructured lipid carrier; lapa, β-lapachone; Dir, .
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was compared with that of DNLC, LNLC, and saline in an 

MCF-7 ADR tumor xenograft model. Once tumor volume 

reached 100 mm3, mice were randomly divided into four 

groups with six mice included in each one. The treatments 

were administered by intravenous injection every 2 days for 

a period of 14 days (total of seven treatments). Compared 

with the saline group, growth inhibition was observed in all 

drug-treated groups. However, due to the MDR in cancer 

cells, the anticancer efficacy of DNLC group was very 

limited. Unfortunately, LNLC showed similar efficacy to 

that of DNLC group due to the lack of effective anticancer 

drug. In contrast, the LDNLC group resulted in much better 

therapeutic efficacy (Figure 8A and B) than the other groups. 

An additional histological study was conducted by staining 

tumor tissue sections with H and E (Figure 8C). Compared 

with the tightly and regularly packed spherical cells in the 

saline (control) group, the cells treated with LDNLC swelled 

and exhibited severe vacuolization, significantly decreased 

cellularity, and shrinking nucleus, which were typical apop-

totic characteristics. Vacuolization was also found in the 

DNLC and LNLC groups, but to a much lesser extent than 

the LDNLC group. The excellent in vivo therapeutic effect 

of the LDNLC against MDR tumors was well correlated with 

the in vitro cytotoxicity data and proved that the cascade 

drug release process and synergy of Lapa and DOX could 

overcome MDR.

Conclusion
We successfully prepared NLCs co-delivering Lapa 

and DOX (LDNLC) with the aim to overcome MDR in 

breast cancer therapy. The well-designed LDNLC showed 

increased DOX retention as compared to DNLCs in MCF-7 

ADR cells. In vivo anticancer assays on MCF-7 ADR tumor-

bearing mouse model also revealed significantly enhanced 

efficacy of LDNLC. The LDNLC might be a promising 

platform toward overcoming MDR for enhanced breast 

cancer therapy.

Disclosure
The authors report no conflicts of interest in this work.

Figure 8 The tumor volume (A), body weight (B), and h and e staining of tumor tissue (C) analysis of McF-7 aDr tumor-bearing BalB/c mice after intravenous 
administration of different formulations (saline, DNlc, lNlc and lDNlc). **P , 0.01 versus lDNlc. Data were expressed as mean ± sD (n = 6).
Abbreviations: DNlc, DOX mono-delivery Nlc; lNlc, lapa mono-delivery Nlc; lDNlc, Nlc co-delivering lapa and DOX; DOX, doxorubicin; Nlc, nanostructured 
lipid carrier; lapa, β-lapachone.
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